OFFICE OF INTERCULTURAL ENGAGEMENT

aspires to be a model of excellence for inclusive student-centered intercultural engagement and education dialogue, and community building.

intercultural.uncg.edu

OVERVIEW
This year, the space in OIE received significant updates including new video conferencing equipment to facilitate hybrid programming, new digital signs, lighting, and new workspaces for graduate student staff. OIE launched new belonging initiatives focused on marginalized students. The 6th annual CHANCE overnight program for high school Hispanic and Latine students was held in July 2022 with 96 campers in attendance. Since the inaugural CHANCE program in 2017, 425 high school students have attended 4 overnight camps, 49 have attended a one-day event in 2021, and 4 Facebook live events in 2020 have been viewed over 3,107 times.

BY THE NUMBERS

- 381 OIE programs or events
- 3683 students engaged with OIE
- 81 OIE programs or events
- 12 Peer Educators hired and trained between SCOPES & GSE
- 491 at Latinx Collective and HHM events
- 636 at Pan African Collective and BHM events
- 13 SCOPE dialogues and workshops
- 759 at Pride welcome event, Drag Bing, Pride Pool Party, and Drag Show
- 10 Safe Zone trainings
- 10 LGBT allyship workshops